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Sugar and Spice – Celebrating Black Owned Beauty Brands – by Angela Dolbear 


Welcome to SUGAR + SPICE, and everything nice in the world of beauty. 


Celebrating Black-owned Beauty Brands 
February is Black History Month so I am highlighting a few of my favorite eye shadow palettes 
from Black–owned beauty companies. 


Juvia’s Place – The Tribe and The Zulu palettes – Bright bold and highly pigmented eye 
shadow. I got “The Zulu” palette first, and I have to admit, the bright colors scared me a little bit. 
But they blended beautifully, and I reach for this palette often, especially when I want a dramatic 
summer or spring eye shadow color. The palettes are affordable, and Juvia’s Place often has 
great sales. 


Beauty Bakerie – Breakfast In Bed palette – I love the subtle and smoky shades of this palette. 
It contains both shimmers and matte colors that blend well together. I also have the Face Flour 
Baking Powder to set my foundation when my skin is on the oily side, or on a day that the 
humidity level is high. 


Ace Beauté – Paradise Fallen and Falling for You palettes – These highly pigmented palettes, 
which contain my favorite collection of warm tones, and my personal fave—purples and violets. 
They blend so well, and the packaging is so lovely to display in my dressing room. 


 “Deserted Island” Product: Not that I would wear makeup on a deserted island, but if I did, I 
would need some grapeseed oil (organic preferably) to remove my eye makeup. Years ago, I 
read in a beauty magazine that make-up artists recommend using grapeseed oil to remove eye 
make-up because it does an excellent job, is not too oily, and it nourishes your lashes. I have 
been using grapeseed oil to remove my eye make-up for years, and I agree with the cosmetics 
experts. 


I usually purchase the oil at the grocery store, and sometimes on Amazon. I keep a refillable 3 
oz. flip-top squeeze bottle full of the oil in my bathroom, stored with my night-time beauty 
regimen products. 


First, I dowse my face with warm water. Next, I pour a little oily in my palm, and then gently 
press the oil into my lashes and eye area, ever so gently massage the mascara off. Lastly, I 
rinse with warm water, and all my eye make-up is gone! 


Also, my lashes are still thick and strong, even after years of abusing them with glue-on false 
eyelashes. 


I hope you have found some inspiration to try some new palettes. Blessings to you!  


Angela Dolbear, Beauty Editor, is the author of contemporary spiritual novels, such as THE 
GARDEN KEY Series, and THE TORMENTOR’S TALE, as well as many short stories, which 
are available in paperback, Kindle and audiobook formats on Amazon. She is also a self-
proclaimed beauty junkie, and has been since long before her mother allowed her to start 
wearing makeup at the age of 14. She keeps UPS and the USPS busy delivering small boxes 
on a regular basis from Ulta, Sephora, Amazon, and many independent cosmetics companies to 
her home Nashville, TN. Please connect with her at www.AngelaDolbear.com Blessings! 
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Under Pressure – Every Fetter – by Debbie Haynes 


When’s the last time you used the word “fetter” in a sentence?  I haven’t, except for years ago 
as I sang it in an old hymn.  It says, “Jesus breaks every fetter…”   


And just what is a fetter?  It’s something used to bind and restrain something or someone.  
There are both physical and spiritual fetters, and He breaks both kinds!   


In Acts 2 it says Jesus broke the physical chains (fetters) of death because those chains 
couldn’t hold him.  Death has no grip on us or our flesh.  We have hope because He conquered 
death, hell and the grave. 


Colossians 2 says that Jesus blotted out (erased) everything that was condemning us, nailing it 
to the cross, having spoiled (defeated) all powers and put them to shame as he triumphed over 
them! 


2 Peter says the Lord knows how to deliver his people out of temptation! 


So whether we are bound by a fetter of any kind – physical or spiritual – Jesus breaks them all 
and sets us free.  And because of that, we are so thankful!  What love the Father has given us 
in that he died for us to give us freedom from all that restricts us from living life to the fullest. 


Maybe you have friends or family who are bound and you see no way for them to walk free.  
Maybe you’ve struggled with something that restricts you, for years. Maybe you don’t even know 
what to call the fetter or define what it is that keeping the chains locked.  That doesn’t matter.  
God knows, so just ask him to break them all. 


There’s another part to the old hymn, after singing “Jesus breaks every fetter.”  It says, “I will 
shout Hallelujah!”  Hallelujah is an expression of worship or rejoicing that occurs when 
something awesome has happened.  Maybe you shouted hallelujah when your team won, or 
you got that job, or the sun emerged from behind the clouds.  When we shout hallelujah after 
praying for chains to be broken, we are praising him for the freedom that’s on the horizon. 


He nailed all of those things that chain us and bind us to the cross, and he conquered all of the 
enemies that did the binding. 


Say it with me – Jesus breaks every fetter. 


Shout it out loud – Hallelujah. 


Then sit and watch as the fetters start falling off, and smile at this old word that has become 
alive and new, one you can pray about, sing about, and shout about when the chained are set 
free…and you too ride among them…free. 








Rooted in Love - 800 Feet Underground – by Kaelin Scott 
 
Have you ever witnessed something so grand and majestic that you felt small and insignificant 
in comparison? 
 
My husband and I recently took our kids to Carlsbad Caverns National Park in New Mexico, and 
it was truly amazing. Honestly, I think everyone should go there at least once in their life. It was 
that magnificent.  
 
Having been to other caverns before, I knew it would be cool, but I wasn’t expecting the sheer 
magnitude of this underground world. We kept going down, down, down for what felt like ages 
before finally reaching the bottom. And then there were still miles of unexplored caves beyond 
that. There were so many beautiful rock formations, pools of water, and crystals. I’ve never seen 
anything so majestic before. 
 
As we wandered through these enormous caverns, I was in complete awe of God. Even before 
a single human had stumbled upon this place, He knew every inch of it by heart. He knew 
exactly when it would be discovered and exactly who would discover it (which is a pretty cool 
story if you want to look it up). And He knew that one day, I would stand there with my family 
and enjoy the beauty of His creation. 
 
As I contemplated all this, it made me feel insignificant at first. Like I’m so small compared to the 
vastness of the world. How could I possibly matter or make an impact? But the more I thought 
about it, it actually made me feel incredibly special. Because I know for certain that God loves 
and treasures me above all creation. In His eyes, I am so much more valuable than anything in 
those caverns, or above them, or beyond them in the whole world.  
 
It was comforting to me, seeing all God is capable of, and yet knowing that He still cares for little 
old me. Nothing is too big for Him, but nothing is too small either. And realizing that made me 
feel so loved. Whether I’m 800 feet underground in a cave or high on a mountaintop, He sees 
me and knows me and loves me beyond compare. Even though I may be small in the grand 
scheme of things, I’m His beloved creation whom He sacrificed His Son for. And that’s definitely 
something to be grateful for. 
 
If you haven’t been to the Carlsbad Caverns before, I highly encourage you to go. It’s something 
you’ll never forget. Also, if you’re wondering if you matter – the answer is yes. You are beloved 
and treasured beyond all else. Never forget that! 
 
 








Tried and True – Last Month’s Learning – by Marcy Lytle 


I started this year with making this column all about a dozen things I learn/try/do each month.  It  
keeps me noticing, looking for new things to try, and ever learning…which is a good thing!  Then 
I get to pass on these things to you, in case you want to try as well. After all, what’s the point in 
living if we don’t share what we’re learning and enjoying? 


Last month’s learning included: 


1. Cuban Beans in a pouch from World Market – super tasty!  I served them over brown 
rice, topped with avocado slices, bacon, cheese and cilantro.  Easy and quick lunch! 


2. Vintage/antique stores are a good place to shop for mantel mirrors – I found one for $25 
instead of paying hundreds on line! 


3. My daughter told me about Texas Allergy Drops and I tried them, and they’re working 
against my horrible cedar allergies.  I had no idea… 


4. I discovered a YouTube workout video for people over 50 (I’m well over that, for sure…) 
that’s 30 minutes long and a 2-mile exercise that burns quite a few calories.  And I like it! 
Just search for “workout over 50.” 


5. Wire cutters are must in a girl’s toolbox.  Cutting dried stems/flowers to fit small vases or 
insert in impromptu wreaths is impossible without them! 


6. Yogurt works as a substitute for an egg in waffle mix – I learned this by accident.  The 
waffles were a bit soft but very tasty!  


7. One can go to sleep at night without looking at the television (both our TV’s went out and 
were out for days before we got them up and running again) and sleep well! 


8. Surfer Girl mascara by Tarte is amazing – it’s my new favorite. 
9. Sisters First by sisters Jenna and Barbara (Bush) is a nice read (I’m not finished, but will 


be soon.) 
10. Those little initial candles in the dollar spot at Target that are only $3 are the cutest and 


smell really nice.  (I bought J, M, and L!) 
11. The Dollar Spot at Target has the cutest home décor – including shelves for toiletries in 


the bathroom! 
12. It’s okay to have dessert for dinner – pound cake, strawberries, whipped cream and 


chocolate chips  layered in glass jars – to be exact. 
13. I can still wash dishes!  When the dishwasher went out, I found myself scrubbing and 


washing and it wasn’t so bad… 
14. Have you watched a Sidney Poitier movie?  Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner was 


delightful. 
15. I didn’t know that car dealerships have a car accessory store inside the lobby…at least 


the Kia one does.  Who knew? 
16. Got leftover soup?  Drain the liquid and use it to top Naan bread (spread with pesto if 


you wish) and grated cheese.  Bake in the oven. You’ve got yourself a pizza! 
17. Need a bit of Valentine’s Décor?  Just pull out your red baskets, red candles, etc. from 


Christmas and set them out to enjoy. 
18. Bee stings can cause a delayed reaction, even a week later.  I learned this because it 


happened to me! 







19. I was going to cover my plants with a plastic bag during the last hard freeze, but I read 
that’s not good – the sun can actually burn the plants through the plastic! Maybe you 
knew that… 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 








Healthy Habits – My Two Year List – by Marcy Lytle 


By now, I’m thinking most of us have changed or developed some pretty hefty healthy habits to 
stave off all of the mutants that are rampant around us.  Am I right?  I mean, a couple of years 
ago we all purchased masks and hand sanitizer, thinking we were just in a phase that would last 
a few weeks or months, at most.  But here we sit with another year marked off our calendars 
and we’re still buying both of the above items.   


So what have we learned, discarded, and continued throughout this pandemic and scare and 
frustration that life has rolled in like an unwelcome thunderstorm that won’t let up?  We may as 
well take note, and give thanks, for all of the above.   


Here’s my own list: 


1. Masks keep my hands out of my mouth where I bite my fingernails. 
2. Masks actually keep my face warm, on cold days, so I don’t mind wearing them. 
3. I’ve searched and found hand sanitizer that actually smells nice, a victory for sure! 
4. Wiped carts at Target makes me feel better when I grab one to push for an hour or so. 
5. I’ve actually noticed workers and empathized more than ever, so that’s good. 
6. I’ve sneezed into my elbow, like I was taught to, but I’m really doing it now. 
7. I’ve got packs of wipes in my car, and they’ve proved to be so useful! 
8. Doing without the instant gratification of Amazon Prime hasn’t killed me. 
9. The divisiveness of our nation has sent me to my knees, another good thing. 
10. The unknown of the variants and the vaccines has prompted my heart to Trust. 
11. Death and dying has reminded me to plan for living. 
12. The healthcare workers are now on my list of heroes…alongside Superman! 


What habits, thoughts, actions have you changed and noticed and appreciate more in the past 
two years…in the middle of the angst and the fear and the frustration and the sickness?  It’s 
good to write them down and consider the good in the all of the bad.  It’s a healthy thing to do, 
once in a while, any time life gets too overwhelming to handle.  Making a list enables us to sigh, 
breathe a little deeper, and note the good and the growth where maybe we had not noticed 
before. 


 








 








After 40 Years - There Must be 50 Ways to Woo Your Lover – by Marcy Lytle 


Do you know the old Paul Simon song, “50 Ways to Lose Your Lover?”  It’s sure got a catchy 
tune, and easy to recall lyrics.  But the message is about leaving and parting ways.  After being 
married for over four decades, I’m thinking we need more catchy tunes and lists about how to 
woo our lover instead of leave him!  Are you with me?  So here’s a list for this February month 
of 50 ideas you can print out and keep handy, when you need an idea of how to woo instead of 
lose.   


Some require planning, others require very little at all…but just to notice.  Some necessitate 
forgiveness, and some spark the flame of love.  It’s always better to give than receive, because 
we can leave the receiving up to HIM – and that frees us up to give a whole lot more! 


1. Make breakfast in bed. 
2. Buy him a new robe. 
3. Affirm him before going to sleep. 
4. Go to bed at the same time, and put away the phone. 
5. Read aloud to him the Word. 
6. Leave sticky notes on his steering wheel. 
7. Have his car detailed. 
8. Surprise him with a coffee gift card on his car seat. 
9. Invite him for a country drive. 
10. Stop at his favorite drive-through impromptu. 
11. Add a pretty napkin to his lunchbox. 
12. Plan a weekend getaway. 
13. Reserve dinner at a steakhouse. 
14. Play Frisbee golf or tennis or pickleball together. 
15. Sit down and watch a game with him. 
16. Do a chore that is normally his. 
17. Make his favorite dessert and picnic on the floor. 
18. Watch a movie of his choice. 
19. Straighten his drawer or his side of the closet. 
20. Purchase a greeting card and leave it in his briefcase or by his sink. 
21. Dance after dinner. 
22. Drive to watch the sunset and sit in silence. 
23. Pray out loud for blessings on him. 
24. Keep silent while he’s driving (this is the hardest for me!) 
25. Hold his hand in the movies and wink once in a while. 
26. Grab his hand while you walk. 
27. Take him shopping for new sneakers. 
28. Order a surprise delivery at home, like a new book he’d love. 
29. Subscribe him to a monthly service (like a coffee club) 
30. Walk the aisles of Home Depot with him, smiling. 
31. Offer to rub his feet. 
32. Make hot tea and shortbread, and enjoy with him. 







33. Have a spa night just for him. 
34. Let him pick the movie and the snack. 
35. Purchase a surprise gift and hide it with clues to find…just because. 
36. Surprise him with tickets to a game. 
37. Invite a few friends over for board games. 
38. Purchase Italian sodas from World Market – he’ll like them! 
39. Make his favorite meal on a weeknight for no special occasion. 
40. Celebrate an accomplishment you’ve noticed with a party for two. 
41. Text him a short poem you wrote. 
42. Send him a song that made you think of him. 
43. Play a game on your phones together. 
44. Go shopping with him for tech accessories. 
45. Leave him a voice mail of encouragement. 
46. Ask him out on a date. 
47. Give him an entire day of no eye rolls (another hard one!) 
48. Kiss him and linger and hold him. 
49. Reserve an overnight stay at a hotel. 
50. Ask him what he’d like to do and say yes. 


 








 








An Adage a Day - A Tour of Love – by Carole Gilbert 
 
For a fun column I thought I’d take you on a tour of a kitchen. Especially since this is Valentine’s 
month, and we all love our food. It’s amazing how many sayings we have created from foods 
and drinks. They say the kitchen is the heart of the home. It’s where we make many of our 
memories. So, for the spice of life, let’s start our tour.  
 
Usually, the first stop in a kitchen is the refrigerator. At least it always was for my boys. It’s the 
stop that can butter someone up, especially if we’ve spent lots of bread and butter filling it up. 
We’ll find “The taste worth waiting for,” and many accessories for cooking or baking from the 
bottom of our hearts. My family always loved when I was cooking or baking. “Nothin’ says lovin’ 
like somethin’ from the oven!”  
 
And if what we want to cook isn’t in the fridge, maybe it’s in the freezer. We look, “Where’s the 
beef?” Oh well, we need to “Eat mor chikin.” “It’s the taste that matters.” I love everything I put in 
my freezer! And it is “the food that lasts longer.” Everything there is “Great-tasting every time 
you make them. It’s all righta.” It’s “Convenience at its best,” “The taste worth waiting for.” 
 
Then as we enter the pantry, if we hustle and bustle, it’s “Snap, crackle, pop.” We also see “It’s 
the real thing.” And so many items are there, “sweet as honey,” or “sour as vinegar.” It’s all 
“Ready when you are, and when you aren’t.” And that’s where I hide all my favorites! “They’re 
grrrrreat!” I also know from my pantry, and I don’t mean the door, “It never sticks. It’s perfect 
every time.” It is always full. “Something good always comes from it.” “Oh yeah!” And remember, 
“You’re cooking deserves the best.”  
 
As our tour continues, we move to my stove and oven to prepare for cooking. My cooking 
doesn’t always turn out. Unfortunately, “That’s the way the cookie crumbles,” but I try hard. And 
I love to cook. I love to think about God and the many spices He has given us and as we’ve 
heard from Him, “You are the salt of the earth,” Matthew 5:13. And whether salty or sweet, it’s 
always, “Success made simple,” with Him, even if my cooking is not. 
 
God also said, “Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is on the face of all the 
earth, and every tree with seed in its fruit. You shall have them for food,” Genesis 1:29. 
 


“Boy, this is good stuff.” 
 
  
Julia Childs tells us, “People who love to eat are always the best people.” 
 
But more importantly David tells us in Psalm 34:8, 
 


Oh, taste and see that the LORD is good! 
Blessed is the man who takes refuge in him! 


 







There are so many fun sayings and slogans from our taste buds. “Variety is the spice of life.” I 
encourage you to sit down and fix a “cup of Joe.” “Got milk?” if you like it that way. “Mikey likes 
it.” It’s “Good to the last drop.” And while you're relaxing, see which of these you remember as 
well as reminisce over your own favorites. Also, while you’re enjoying that “Kickstart to the day,” 
thank God for the love He gives us and how He provides us with “A taste of heaven” here on 
earth.  
 


So, see the rainbow. Taste the rainbow. Believe the rainbow.  
“It doesn’t get better than this.” 








In the Kitchen – Romance at First Bite – by Marcy Lytle 


Valentine’s Day doesn’t have to be an expensive dinner out, unless you want it to be – then go 
for it!  However, it can also be fun to create a meal of bites, international food, picnics on the 
floor, appetizers and more – together!  I love going out to eat, but more than once lately it’s 
been too cold, someone was sick, or the thought of forking out a lot of money wasn’t appetizing.  
If you make these fun ideas at home, you can have a Valentine’s celebration several nights this 
month, instead of one big one on the 14th!  (Or both!) 


Pretzel Bites  


These were interesting to make (I poured in the soda too quickly and made a mess!).  But they 
came out nicely and tasted good with the onions and mustard – such a fun treat for two! 


• 1/3 c baking soda 
• 8 oz thawed pizza dough set at room temp 30 min 
• 1 egg beaten 
• Coarse sea salt 
• Sliced scallions 
• Coarse grain mustard 


Heat oven to 450 degrees and line a sheet with parchment paper.   Bring 5 cups water to a boil.  
Add the baking soda (slowly, or it will spill over!).  Roll cherry sized dough balls and drop into 
boiling water in batches.  Cook till slightly puffed, about one minute.  Using slotted spoon, 
remove balls and place on paper towels; transfer then to the sheet about ½ in apart. 


Brush dough with egg and sprinkle with coarse salt.  Bake till deep golden brown, about 14 
minutes.  Sprinkle with scallions and serve with mustard! 


 


Carrot Hummus  


This is so pretty and so tasty.  We enjoy it with carrots, cucumbers and fresh pita bread or chips.  
A great snack while you watch a movie or play a game. 


• ¼ c olive oil 
• ¼ t ground cumin 
• 1 large clove garlic crushed 
• 1 lb carrots, cut into one inch pieces 
• 1 ½ t kosher salt, divided 
• 1/3 c well-stirred tahini 
• ¼ c fresh lemon juice 
• Fresh black pepper and paprika 


Heat 1 T oil over medium heat in large deep skillet with tight fitting lid.  Add cumin and cook, 
stirring, until fragrant, about one minute.  Add garlic and cook, stirring, still sizzling, about 30 







seconds.  Add carrots and 1 tsp salt, stir to coat in oil.  Add ¼ c water and cover with lid.  Cook, 
shaking skillet occasionally, til carrots are tender, about 15 minutes.  Let cool, uncovered, 5 
minutes. 


Transfer carrots to food processor.  Add tahini, lemon juice, several grinds of pepper, and 3 T 
oil, and ½ t salt.  Process about one minute til smooth.  Transfer to serving bowl, and swirl 
around the top with a spoon, drizzle with oil, and sprinkle with paprika. 


Zucchini Fries  


These were so very delicious, and would be a fun treat to make together.  We had them with 
Salsa Ranch and they were the best snack!  The crunch and the flavor – romantically tasty! 


• Cooking spray 
• 1/3 c flour 
• 3 large egg whites 
• 1 T water 
• 1 cup panko breadcrumbs 
• ¼ c grated Parmesan cheese 
• 2 t chopped fresh rosemary 
• ½ t salt 
• ½ t ground pepper 
• 1 lb zucchini cut into ½ by 4 inch sticks 


Preheat oven to 425, line a rimmed baking sheet with foil, and place a wire rack on top. Coat 
with cooking spray. 


Place flour in a shallow dish.  Whisk egg whites and water in another shallow dish til foamy.  
Combine breadcrumbs, Parm, rosemary S&P in a third shallow dish.  Working in batches, toss 
zucchini in flour to coat, dip in egg white and shake off excess.  Then toss in breadcrumb 
mixture, pressing to adhere.  Transfer to wire rack close together but not touching.  Coat fries 
with cooking spray. 


Bake until gold and crispy, turning halfway – about 20-25 minutes.  Serve immediately. 


Tray of Goodies 


Use a baking sheet, or a tray, and a bucket from the dollar store, and little bowls or containers 
you have - and set out all sorts of good and fun snacks - in a fun arrangement to enjoy. 


• Grapes on toothpicks with cashews 
• Tiny pickles with cheese and sausage on toothpicks 
• Apples with peanut butter 
• Chocolates 
• Popcorn 
• Guacamole and chips 
• Cute paper napkins and plates 







 


 


Cuban beans and rice 


Did you know you can buy Cuban beans in a pouch at World Market?  I didn’t, and they taste 
great and are easy to heat up.   


Add brown rice at the bottom of a bowl, and the beans in the center.  Around the circle of the 
bowl, include sliced avocado, cilantro, and bacon.   


Top the beans with a little cheese and salsa – and you’ve got yourself a winner dinner for two! 


Jiffy pop and chocolate 


Need a simple picnic by the fire?  When’s the last time you shook a pan of Jiffy Pop and 
watched it expand and listened to the pops?  It’s so fun.   


Spread out a blanket by the fire.  


Include cups with cashews and chunks of dark chocolate.   


Find a new movie to watch and enjoy it together while you slit open that foil and watch the 
steam escape, as you reach in together for that first bite! 


 








In This Together – From Start to Finish – by Marcy Lytle 


Marriage is like a puzzle.  I’m sure you could come up with your own analogies of the pieces 
fitting together to make a pretty picture like two odd-shaped people fitting together to live happily 
ever after.  But for the sake of this story for this month, I’m talking about the actual putting 
together of a puzzle.  After all, over the past two years my husband and I have put together 
more puzzles than we have all of our long married life!  I feel like we’ve learned so many new 
things about each other that really come to life while starting and finishing a jigsaw puzzle: 


• We both agree on gathering the edge pieces out first and I want to make sure he helps 
me find them all before putting together the pieces.  I feel a bit of competition from the 
moment we start.  What’s up with that? 


• We next figured out that it’s good to group the pieces by color, and make little piles.  All 
of this is prep work (that isn’t fun, by the way) before actually starting on the big picture. 


• We do enjoy putting together a puzzle, but he likes it more than I do.  I recall in our 
earlier years of married life that I didn’t like doing puzzles with him because he obsessed 
over it.  Maybe that’s why we didn’t do them for years…but he’s matured now…and he 
quits when I quit (or we have this whole thing of me accusing him of trying to sneak in 
more pieces.) 


• We listen to music while we work.  I don’t think there’s anything else we do where we sit 
and have music playing in the background, and that’s been nice.  It provides ambience 
and calms my spirit, and it seems to have the same effect on him, as well.  That’s been 
fun to discover. 


• We are territorial.  We pick the sides and the scenes we want to each work on, and we 
leave the other one alone to work.  If he reaches over to my side or I to his, there’s this 
exchange of looks (and sometimes words.)  Again, puzzles are like a game – 
competitive! 


• We set a time limit.  We actually communicate before we start about how long we’re 
going to work on the puzzle, and we quit at that time.  This makes me happy, and he 
likes it when I’m happy. 


• We think puzzle working is stimulating and keeps our minds young.  Who knows if that’s 
true, but we feel like searching and fitting and organizing is all good for our brains.  If we 
think it, it must be so! 


• We don’t squabble over placing the last piece, although I’m pretty sure we did back 
years ago.  If he has it, then so be it.  And if I have it, it’s fine.  And if there’s a piece 
missing at the end (we recently were missing three pieces!), we both crawl on the floor 
to see if we can find it because…who wants to work all that time and not have a 
completed picture! 


• We sigh a bit when we crumble up the pieces and place them back in the box, to be 
given away with the next donation.  And we both wonder if it’s worth all the time and 
effort to put together giant puzzles when we’re just going to tear them apart. 


• We both agree that it is. 


So what does all of the above matter?  It’s been fun to find an activity to do when in quarantine, 
or a shut-down, or an ice event, or a cold evening, or when we need to unwind.  It’s a nice 







escape to the garage where we have a table set up, and now have this cool puzzle board gifted 
to us by our kids, when we need to refocus, reset, and relax. 


We’ve both matured over the years and I’m thankful and notice.  Puzzle working isn’t a source 
of friction now, but rather we’ve learned to compromise and give more than take…for the most 
part.   There are the occasional remarks like, “That’s my piece!”  But that’s when we both know 
it’s time to quit and go to bed. 


What have you found to do together that’s challenging yet rewarding, fun and yet stimulating, 
and connecting and calming for the health of your marriage?  It’s worth searching for that 
missing piece and sitting down to work it all out into a picture you’re both proud to say you 
worked on together. 


And then it’s even fun, in my opinion, to rip that puzzle apart and put it away.  And maybe I’m 
weird for finding delight in that experience, but he knows I’m weird by now and he still loves me 
anyway. 








FRESH THYME – Is It All Good? – by Marcy Lytle 


Knowledge.  It’s a good thing, right?  We start training and teaching our kids how to talk, the 
proper way to hold a fork instead of using their fingers, to use the bathroom and wash their 
hands, and all the things one needs to know to grow up into adulthood.  All of that is good.  It’s 
necessary. 


Knowledge.  It’s a good thing, right? In school, we are taught that more learning and more 
achievement and more awards are the best route for a successful life.  We place our kids in 
clubs, we encourage them to go to college, and we are so proud when they land a job using that 
knowledge they’ve learned.  All of that is good.  It’s necessary. 


Knowledge.  It’s a good thing, right?  We want to know where our kids are and what they are 
doing at all times, to ensure their safety.  We demand to know salaries and benefits and 
expectations before saying yes to a new position at work.  We must know the workings behind 
our nation’s leaders, the origin of viruses, the why’s of the universe and how things work, and 
even the knowledge of what lies ahead…so we can be prepared.  All of that is good?  Is it 
necessary? 


Of course, we know that knowledge is good and necessary.  But is ALL of it good? 


I recently read the story again of the 12 spies that went in to check out the land God had already 
given the people.  10 of those spies came back in fear because of the giants in the land, and 
only 2 came back with confidence that the land was good for the taking, and the giants could be 
overcome. Why?  It was because God had told them to go and that He would go before them. 
Knowledge of the giants produced two different outcomes in the twelve that saw them, and fear 
overtook most. 


As I read further, I saw those that were afraid to go into the promised land because of the 
knowledge that there were giants were called arrogant.  That word and that description intrigued 
me, but as I read further what I discovered was this: 


They wanted to know just how difficult the next step was going to be so they could fortify 
themselves and “fill their cabinets” to ensure they could take care of themselves in the battle.  
And while knowledge (like all the lists above) is a good thing, too much knowledge can bleed 
over into self-preservation and complete lack of trust in the WORD of God. 


Here’s what I realized, in my own life.  I’d like to know what lies ahead, how long I am going to 
be on this earth, will my husband and I live to a ripe old age and avoid disease or sickness.  Will 
my kids be successful and avoid tragedy and hardship?  In other words, I’d like to see the 
giants, too.  I want to go ahead and scope out what’s before us.  All for what?  What would I do 
with that knowledge? 


Knowledge, just like so many things in life, is awesome.  But it’s also deadly.  Those folks that 
became fearful and went with the 10 spies’ report weren’t allowed to proceed to the land flowing 
with milk and honey.  Their fear of the giants, and their knowledge of what was before them, 
caused them to tremble instead of trust.  And that wasn’t a good thing, in God’s eyes. 







I think it’s hard to get up daily and walk in the promises of God – his goodness – his mercy – his 
everlasting love – his guidance and all of those things.  And it’s hard because there are at least 
a dozen giants that appear on the horizon daily – news of illness, one that died, another lost her 
job, still another’s son has left his faith, and so on.  All of that knowledge we acquire on a daily 
basis somehow overshadows the word that tells us to march forward and observe the sunrise, 
give thanks, and be strong and courageous in the knowledge that He is with us. 


The bottom line is we’d rather have no giants and step forward loaded up with all the knowledge 
we’ve acquired and the fortifications we’ve made than to have His presence go before us and 
slay every giant we encounter with one fell swoop of His hand.  We are afraid the giants are 
going to overtake us, and He will leave us lonely, destitute and afraid. 


I’ve been haunted by this story since I read it again, because of my own demand and desire to 
have knowledge about the future steps that lie before me, because of the report of “giants” in 
the land. 


I don’t want to miss out on watching His hand fight and win battles for me, in favor of stumbling 
and falling as I fight with what’s in my own arsenal.  My weapons are plastic, and his are 
iron…I’m sure of that.   


Knowledge. It’s a good thing, right?  It depends on what we really know in our heart of hearts. 


 


 








Simple Truths – Dollar Treasures – by Marcy Lytle 


I have a small dried flower plant in a pot on my desk where I work.  It’s in the colors of bright 
orange, yellow and red and six-year old Augie gave it to me for Christmas.  It’s from the Dollar 
Tree.  Of course, I have to set it out so he can see how much I “love” it, but guess what?  I really 
do love it.  It makes me smile every morning when I enter the kitchen and see it by my laptop.  
In fact, I’ve included this little potted plant in two stories this month! 


Sometimes, the simpler things in life are the best, don’t you agree?  It’s fun to live extravagantly 
for a day I suppose, but at the end of the day it’s the joy of the moments that linger and enable 
us to crawl into bed at night with ease and good memories and peace. 


I’m glad I didn’t toss this gift or place it under a cabinet only to pull out when Augie came over.  
This terribly cheap potted plant has increased in value since it’s been sitting there now for 
almost two months.  I don’t even know if Augie put thought into what he chose, but he did 
choose the colors that match my home décor.  He’s a pretty observant little boy, so I wouldn’t be 
surprised if he didn’t realize that. 


In fact, all three of the kiddos gave us gifts this Christmas that are being used in my kitchen.  A 
pretty saying on a piece of wood, some new tea towels, and this potted plant.  These were 
some of my favorite gifts from the kids and it has been fun to watch their gift-giving evolve over 
the years as they age.  They look and wait while we open our gifts, seeing what our reaction will 
be.  I even caught 8 year old Ayla’s look as she waited for her aunt “EE” to open her gift that 
Ayla so thoughtfully crafted for her. 


These are simple things, but really priceless treasures.  And it’s not just because I’m a 
grandmother.   


• Who isn’t touched when a little kid picks one lone flower from a field and hands it to us? 
• What wife isn’t pleased when he rubs her tired feet? 
• Who doesn’t love a single red rose given out “for free” at restaurants this time of year? 
• Why wouldn’t we all be thrilled when that item on sale half-off on the day we need it? 


I feel like for me personally, I can miss the simple things in life because I’m waiting out or hoping 
for those things I place value on like the next project in the house being completed, a faraway 
vacation around the corner, or next Christmas when we can decorate once again. I’m guilty of 
looking ahead to the next thing so much that I miss the present things in front of me, daily. 


I can’t miss this little plant.  It’s right in front of me on the corner of my desk.  And when I open 
the blinds and the sun shines through, those fake flowers are illuminated so pretty!  And through 
the blinds stands an expensive urn with real flowers that don’t look any prettier.   


The simplicity of a gift, the giver, the colors and the sun…all wrapped up in one.   


Enjoy February, my friend… 


 








The Dressing – Dupes – by Marcy Lytle 


I hear everywhere and see pictures of influencers showing their “dupes” for the real thing…like a 
quilted bag for less instead of an expensive one for more.  Or an incredibly fuzzy comfy blanket 
for mere dollars, compared to the plush ones that cost your month’s savings.  I like hearing and 
seeing about the dupes, sometimes.  But most of the time I don’t really care about those 
expensive brands, because often they aren’t even anything I’d care to own.  But 
sometimes…it’s fun to compare. 


I’m not a name brand shopper, and I haven’t found that discounted clothes are inferior.  I do 
enjoy a good sale, a new way of styling something, or a great deal…because getting dressed is 
a creative outlet that’s just plain fun! 


Here are my dupes…but not really…for the month of February…because they’re just fun 
shopping. 


A white sweater – This is a closet staple, in my opinion.  White makes me feel so fresh, and if 
it’s a cable knit, that makes it even more fun.  Found this one at Ross. 


Waffle weave – This red/pink combo is from Amazon and so great for winter/summer whiplash 
which is what we have here in Central Texas!  Sometimes all in 24 hours! 


Colorful earrings – This pair is from Zara, a place that has such cool earwear!  I found them 
before Christmas and send the link to my husband, and he bought them. 


Hues of blue – A great winter to spring color that can be worn with neutrals and browns now, 
and onto whites and pinks then!  I think blue looks good on everyone! 


Red accessories – Great for Valentine’s Day!  Red glasses, a red scarf, red earrings – whatever 
you have or want to wear!  Madewell has the best scarves, Amazon has fun packs of reading 
glasses, and red lanterns – this one is from Target! 


Pretty coat – Do you have a colorful coat in your closet, or just black or brown?  Now’s the time 
they’re sure to be on sale…so snag one that you’ll keep forever for those cloudy days that you 
need to smile. 


A new dress – H&M is a good place to find dresses on sale – this one was about twenty bucks!  
It’s flowy, long, feminine and floral – all the pretty things for this time of year.  I wore it at 
Christmas, and I’m wearing it again now. 


Who needs a dupe when you can find all sorts of deals all around you, if you enjoy the thrill of 
the hunt.  I do! 








FRESH THYME – Back With Your Ex – by Marcy Lytle 


Catchy title made you look, right?  I’m not writing about getting back with a former lover…but 
rather, I’m writing about those two little words used as a prefix “ex” and something I recently 
learned when my husband was reading to me one night before bed.  We read the words exalt 
and exult in the same sentence.  And then the next day I read the word extol. 


It was then that we realized we didn’t really know the difference between these words, these 
“lofty” words we’d heard and read in Bible verses all of our lives.  Is there a difference, and 
would it be helpful to know the difference when spending time in praising the One that loves us 
so much? So, we did what any person does when they’re curious…we asked Google. 


The prefix “ex” means up or out…up in the case of exercising the privilege and honor of praising 
God. 


To exalt means to view as high or superior.  Exalt comes from the Latin word meaning “high.” 


To exult is to jump for joy, to rejoice.  Exult comes from the Latin word “jump.” 


To extol is to raise or elevate or make high.  Extol comes from the Latin word “raise.” 


One involves acknowledgement of His great worth, the second is to jump for joy over that 
realization, and the third is to do something with that knowledge – lift it up high. 


Psalm 147 says, 


Every day I will praise you and extol your name for ever and ever. 


And then the rest of the chapter tells us how to exalt, exult and extol the Lord.  These three 
words, in my experience, are rarely used except in the presence of scripture.  Have you heard 
them used in any other context?  They are really special words and worth nothing, if we are 
reminded to exercise praise daily. 


The way to exalt the Lord is to tell of his mighty acts from one generation to another. We’re 
supposed to share his wonderful works, to speak of them.  This means when we eat around the 
dinner table, part of our conversation should be about what awesome things God showed up 
and did during that particular day.  What a beautiful sunrise, amazing sunset, provision for this 
bill, meeting the need of that friend, and so on.  This acknowledges God and his power; it 
speaks it out loud. so that others hear. 


Exulting Him results in rejoicing and jumping for joy.  It might erupt into joyful singing and 
celebration.  One night recently, we were reading and a song from a long time ago popped into 
our heads, “Ah Lord God, thou has made the heavens and the earth by thy great power…” a 
really peppy joyful song.  So we sang it in bed, in the dark, together.  We then feel fast asleep, 
covered in peace. Exulting involves a response to the acknowledgement or exaltation of his 
greatness. 







To extol the Lord hen means to actually raise and lift Him up high, to elevate his name.  What 
are the aspects of his character?  He’s good, righteous, faithful and near.  He watches, loves, 
and saves. 


I’m pretty sure that we cannot really extol the Lord unless we have first exalted him – 
acknowledged his acts and appearances in our world, then exulted Him by responding to that 
realization that he’s so present and available daily in our lives.  Getting back with those two 
“exes” seems to precede the final “ex” of extoling. 


Exalt, exult and extol.  Three exes worth revisiting and getting to know better once again…or 
maybe for the first time…might be the best experience of love we can all hope to have this 
month.  Read Psalm 145 and practice what it says, along with the writer.  I know, I’m going to do 
it and I’m smiling already, as I think about getting back with these exes. 


 








 








FRESH THYME – On the Floor – by Marcy Lytle 


A weird title for an article, I know… However, I was thinking about how many times it’s just more 
fun to experience life on the floor and I thought I’d share, in case you need a new perspective as 
well!   


Picnic – It’s February and probably still too cold for outdoor picnics, but how about one inside – 
on the floor?  Spread a blanket for a tablecloth, light a fire (or put on instrumental music) – or 
both – and grab your biggest tray.  Fill it with either snacks or a full meal.  You could totally do 
fajitas on a board – just separate all the parts into small bowls arranged together, and enjoy! 


Prayer – Have you ever prayed while prostrate on the floor?  Or when is the last time you even 
knelt on the floor to talk to Him?  Position in prayer isn’t a ritual or that which moves mountains, 
but sometimes position just shifts other parts of our being into submission and adoration a little 
bit more.  Sometimes, kneeling on the floor or lying face down just brings a whole new 
perspective during a time of prayer. 


Play – If you haven’t played with a child on the floor in a while, you’re missing out.  Yes, it’s hard 
to get up (if you’re over a certain age), but getting on their level to play that board game, zoom 
those cars, or have that tea party is like nothing else.  And when it’s over; that little kid(s) can 
climb right into your lap, for level hugs. 


Game night – Find a board game and play it.  Sure, you can play it at the table, and that’s 
probably way more comfortable.  But playing on the floor is like being a kid again!  Get yourself 
a pillow, lean on it to move your pieces, and enjoy moving those pieces and strategizing those 
moves! 


Watch a show – Make pillow chairs that are butted up against the sofa, pop some popcorn, 
lower the lights, and pick a television movie or show to enjoy.  Gather all the pillows from all the 
beds and create yourself a paradise on the “beach” and imagine…it will be fun. I promise! 


Exercise – One funny exercise (according to my kids) I enjoy doing is scoots along the floor.  I 
sit up and move my hips back and forth to scoot across the rug.  I also lie on my side while 
watching a show and do leg lifts.  Sometimes I do planks (from my elbows.)  This often occurs 
while we’re watching a show from the sofa, because I get tired of sitting. 


Organize – Go ahead and grab that drawer or that box of old recipes, or whatever is a mess, 
and set yourself up a station on the floor.  Put on some music or a Hallmark movie in the 
background, and spread out your categories and papers and all the things while you sort and 
shift and smile…at a job well done when everything’s back in order. 


Do you ever sit on the floor?  It definitely gets harder as we age.  But it sure is fun as long as we 
can stand it, because it somehow changes the view and the feel and the experience.  And heck, 
you might even catch a glimpse of that grape you dropped a month ago that rolled under the 
sofa…out of sight. 








For Better or Worse - Shark Fishing – by Kaelin Scott 
 
 
About eight years ago, my husband and I did something daring. 
 
Along with his parents and sister, we went shark fishing. That would have been pretty daring on 
its own, but it gets better. We went at night, in the pitch black, on a tiny 30-foot boat, in the 
roughest waters our guides had seen all summer. It was an exhilarating, terrifying, nauseating 
(thank you, motion sickness) experience. One that I will never forget. 
 
I ended up reeling in a 75-pound blacktip shark, which took me about 30 minutes of fighting. 
Meanwhile, the boat was tossing back and forth so violently, my husband had to hold onto my 
belt loops to keep me from falling overboard. Not only that, but the waves were so high that I 
was actually reeling UP TO THE SHARK. My family could literally see it swimming above me as 
I was fighting it. Talk about crazy!! By the time we got back to the dock at around 3 am, I was 
thankful to be on solid ground again. 
 
I can’t say I’d necessarily want to repeat this experience, but I’m sure glad we did it. It makes for 
a great story, and it’s definitely a funny memory. I can’t believe we were daring enough to go out 
and do something so wild. Thinking back on that night reminds me of the sense of adventure 
I’ve always felt around my husband, as well as the thrill of being alive. 
 
Most people expect calm waters, smooth sailing, and no storms when they say their wedding 
vows, but marriage can sometimes be a lot like that fishing trip. Rough waters are bound to 
come, and so are dark nights. Maybe even a shark or two. Every couple faces storms, but it’s 
up to us to decide how we handle them. The storms can tear us apart, or we can use them to 
make our relationship stronger. We can fight and argue, or we can stand together and get 
through it.  
 
The good news is that the rough waters never last forever. Eventually, we will arrive safely back 
on shore. And we’ll be able to look back at those stormy times with gratitude for the ways they 
helped us grow, even if we’re glad they’re over. 
 
 








 








Tiny Living -  Bloopers – by Leyanne Enterline 
  
When living tiny there is the constant battle of well…living tiny! There is NO ROOM!  
 
Living tiny for five years, we have accumulated a lot of items! Though we do try and get rid of 
some things over time, I feel that as the boys grow, so does the stuff! Their sporting equipment 
that’s needed grows, the laundry grows, the dogs grow, my craft section grows… With Brian on 
the road so much, he does not have time to go through a lot of his things - so they just pile up 
like everything else. And not to say that I am doomsday prepping, but I do want to be somewhat 
prepared in case Snowmageddon decides to make its ugly appearance this winter.  Therefore, I 
have quite a stash of water bottles and canned items!   
 
With collecting so much crap (I mean wonderful items that may become useful at any moment 
in time) there becomes an extreme shortage of space in 325 square feet of living space. Yes, 
325 square feet!  
 
Just tonight, I leaned over to tuck in bedding in the giant dog crate that’s in our living area and 
hit my bum on  the laundry bin, which caused me to catapult into the steel dog crate and hit my 
head! Ouch!  The kids’ bunk rooms were not made for almost six foot tall man-children! Asher 
has to sleep at an angle to fit into his bed, remotely.  There is a bunk above him that is slightly 
larger that we might move him onto, but currently that is the collect-all spot! And again, we need 
to do some more decluttering!  
 
There are cabinets above our bed and while making the bed I can’t tell you how many times 
Brian and I have bonked our heads. There is a sliding door from the bathroom to our bedroom 
and somehow we have all flung the door off its hinges and have had to squeeze through it until 
someone can figure out how to get it back on track.  
 
Eli has had his own set of issues, as well. He can’t reach his piggy bank so he’s supposed to 
ask for one of us to get it down for him. A time or two, he decided to try on his own spider crawl 
up the wall and, of course, either things from the shelf came flying down or he himself fell to a 
crash along with part of the particle board.  
 
If we ever sell this thing we call home, we’re going have a few “minor” repairs to get it back into 
shape!   
 
We all have had our moments of being attacked by the tiny space that puts out so much love. 
We mostly cry and throw fits in the moment, but then can laugh about them later. We are just 
making memories. These are all things most wouldn’t go through in a normal, spacious house.  
 
However, we will NEVER forget these times together, the good, the bad and the 
ugly…because love grows best in tiny spaces. 








Practical Parenting – Heart Lessons – by Marcy Lytle 


We sign our kids up for piano lessons, tennis lesson, soccer teams, theater workshops and so 
many more activities so that they can expand their talents and knowledge – so fun!  But what 
about heart lessons?  Sure, life hands us those whether we want them or not.  But if we focus 
on heart lessons with our kids that we’ve taught, maybe the hard ones that occur won’t be so 
devastating.  Heart lessons include sharing from the heart the things we’ve learned and 
know…telling them to the next generation. 


1. Share over dinner a disappointment you had as a kid and what helped you through. It 
could be the divorce of a parent, a friend that moved away, or even making a really bad 
grade on a test. 


2. Before bed, grab a piece of construction paper and you and your child can fold it and 
tear out a heart.  Write “Jesus” on the heart and each of you sleep with that heart under 
your pillow, entrusting Him to care for every emotion and need you may have. 


3. Next time your child lies or cheats or is hateful, grab them close and talk about the 
wandering heart and how Jesus forgives us always (Matthew 9).  Teach them how 
repentance is a good thing and so healthy for the heart. 


4. Take a family walk, a brisk one, in a park on a trail.  Skip, move your arms, and pick up 
the pace.  Add some talks about how a healthy heart is one that’s pumping well and 
strong. 


5. Share some conversation hearts from a Valentine’s box and talk about the sayings on 
each, how to guard your heart and keep your heart reserved for Jesus until marriage. 


6. II Corinthians 3 talks about our hearts being tablets.  What is written in the hearts of your 
kids?  Consider making hearts, writing affirmations of love from the Father, and hanging 
them in their rooms. 


7. Has your child lost a grandparent or heard of people dying from disease, or begun to 
realize the sadness of death?  Tell them that the heart that belongs to Jesus never dies! 


8. A hard heart is one that stays angry a long time, and that makes for an unhealthy heart.  
Talk freely with your kids about anger issues among the siblings and friends, and pray 
with them. 


9. Ephesians 5 talks about making music in your heart to the Lord.  Sing songs of praise as 
a family before turning out the lights at night. 


10. A cheerful heart is the best kind of heart when it comes to giving.  Demonstrate to your 
kids the kind of giving to one another that expects nothing in return, except the joy that 
comes from blessing another. 


Heart lessons – these can be taught and experienced over and over again with our kids while 
we still hold their hearts close to us at home.  They’re even more important than all the other 
lessons they learn on the field, at the workshops or seated behind an instrument.  And they 
produce everlasting joy! 








Inner Strength - A “Peace” of Nature – by Michelle Lynn Schmitt 


Imagine…bright green grass, rays of sunshine coming through the trees wrapped by the clear 
blue sky, a perfect shadow of a leaf casted on a log, two squirrels playfully chasing each other, 
sweet chirping of little birds, perfectly placed bird nests nestled high in the trees, bright yellow 
flowers saying hello and goodbye at the end of the path, dandelions waiting for their seeds to be 
spread by the breath of gentle wind, and a great white heron proudly taking command of the 
nature preserve.  


This was the scene at my dad’s memorial garden in Dallas just outside UT Southwestern 
Medical Center.  


In my last article I mentioned that I know grief well. Writing poetry has been a healthy outlet for 
me to process grief. I always end my poems with a sense of hope and encouragement. Writing 
poetry brings my right brain and left brain together which provides me calmness and peace.  


 


Grief 


You don’t have a face. 


There’s no description that is right or wrong. 


You can change at any time. 


No one can dictate what you look like, where you go, or what you do. 


Freedom like this is a blessing! 


Live on, grief, for as long as you want or need to. 


 


Emotions 


Roller coaster 


slowing down 


Loud on the other side 


 


Feeling but not consuming 


Loving, accepting 


Calming smile 


 


Peace within 


I love you forever! 


Amen 







I have learned that allowing oneself to experience grieving moments when they happen, your 
heart and mind are freer to enjoy life’s next moment. 


The most helpful messages I have received about grief include: 


There is no timeline on grief. If you’ve known the one you lost for 30 years, it may take you 30 
years.   – Chaplain at UT Southwestern Dallas 


Triggers can come from anywhere at the most unexpected times. 


- It’s Ok You’re Not Okay 


I was so close to my dad, that I dismissed the pain of loss for over 10 years. I missed him every 
day. It wasn’t until the anniversary of his death last April that I couldn’t help but experience the 
pain. It’s like I had no control over what I was feeling. So, I let myself feel it. Once I did, it was 
like a switch had been turned off and I could move forward with grieving in different ways that 
were more manageable. 


One’s identity is shaped by loss, which is the theme of this next poem. 


Identity 


Mold of clay 


That never dries 


Shaped like no one else 


Molds and bends from pressures of the world 


Created special by God 


From beginning to end 


So, about that beautiful garden…I took one of the yellow flowers back to my boys, for they give 
me flowers from time to time.  


My dad gave me a gift of a “peace” of nature. 








Moving Forward – Too Much Love? – by Pam Charro 
 


Romans 13:8 
Let no debt remain outstanding except the  


continuing debt to love one another .. 
 


I once heard a friend say, "We broke up because she said I loved her too much." I have thought 
a lot about that statement and I am somewhat dubious as to whether too much love was really 
the issue.  
 
Maybe you wonder why I would doubt that. I guess it's because most people I know are hoping 
to find more love and pushing love away is the last thing they would do. While I do understand 
that there are some folks with such trust issues or low self-esteem that they would be 
uncomfortable with receiving even the healthiest of love, I can't help but wonder about the 
quality of what is being offered when someone states it's just too much. 
 
So, according to scripture, what is love? The famous portion of Corinthians tells us that it's 
patient, kind, humble and selfless. It wants what is best for the other person and is willing to 
sacrifice its own needs and desires for another's sake. In fact, one might argue that the biblical 
reference mentioned at the beginning of this article is claiming there is no such thing as too 
much healthy love.  
 
It's understandably challenging to prove whether or not love that is being offered is genuinely 
selfless, but most people can tell. They know when someone is needy and selfish and trying to 
manipulate them to meet needs that God never meant to be put on them. And, in most cases, 
when they sense it, they will distance themselves accordingly. 
 
It takes courage to go before God and ask him to test us in this area. To hold our love for others 
up to the light of God's word and presence and show us where we might be falling short. But 
God honors bravery and longs to transform us into selfless lovers when we ask. He understands 
that we need his love before we can love others well, and he's so glad when we ask for the 
opportunity to better experience his love. It's the only way we won't put too many expectations 
on others. 
 
Then we can look forward to becoming better receivers of the love God is freely offering us, so 
that we can be better givers of the genuine love this world is so starved for. The truly satisfying 
love Jesus died to give each one of us. 
 








Chipped China - Keeper of My Heart – by Jennifer Lytle 
 
Sometimes, as I begin to write from month to month, I believe my stories are all the same. A few 
months ago, I wrote about Jesus as Keeper of My Treasure. Before that, I shared, Oh, How He 
Loves.  
 
As I reflect on what I have written and what I want to write, it appears there is a single 
underlying message. But every one of my written pieces sings one glorious praise in a thousand 
harmonies, strung together through time and space, spanning relationships and seasons. 
Though each story varies with scene, setting, and characters, my pursuit is to refine the words 
so perfectly that the message is clear.  
 
There have been moments where I feel slightly annoyed with the rosy spin on my narrations. If I 
allow inner criticism or self-doubt to mutter too long, I begin to question if I come across as 
phony or, worse, dishonest.  
 


Yet, those questions can linger but for a few seconds. 
 Only I know the other parts of the story. There are parts I do not share. 


 
The moments where I sat with depression. There were days I cried more tears than a river could 
hold. If the dark side of the moon exists, I have been there. I lived there. I witnessed people 
build their lives there. Having walked through valleys propels me to preserve in the search for a 
more brightly lit lens. Those experiences lead me to persist in the sharing of His message. The 
message is Jesus. Hope, light, laughter, and joy fill my new stories because of Him. It is not 
even a question; I must share how Holy Spirit continues to come in and breathe new life all over 
everything I will yield. Sharing this lens and these stories is part of what will outlive me. And so, I 
must share another story.  
 


A God story.  
A good story.  


One of His love and His abundant affection. 
 


Valentine’s Day has become a resplendent celebration in our family. 
Our one and only little girl arrived on Valentine’s Day. Her arrival, 
though predicted, was nonetheless a surprise as both of my sons 
(one older, one younger) were born past their due dates. I wanted 
her delivered on such a momentous day and I requested an 
induction. My obstetrician’s query with the hospital, however, was 
politely declined. (I have speculated whether or not my obstetrician 
indeed asked. Our OB had been with us through two previous 
pregnancies and was acutely aware of my preference to wait things 
out and assume for the best possible outcome.) Her delivery was all 
the more remarkable after being told no - expected and unexpected 
at the same time. She arrives in a like manner still!  
 


The author of my stories is writing stories for you, too. That is why I share mine. So you can 
recognize your own love stories. For a long period of my life, I could not identify the love songs 
written for me; the affection doted on me; the attention given to my moods or thoughts or heart. 
So I share my God stories so you can hear yours more clearly. 
 



https://joyfuljourneyscounseling.com/2021/02/05/oh-how-he-loves/
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Dina Cavazos @January 12, 2022 
 


Firmly Planted - Courage to Live—Feb 2022 


Sometimes I wonder if I have the courage to die. I’m in awe of the dedication and unwavering 
faith of martyrs, missionaries, and, especially “ordinary” people who have been imprisoned for 
what they believe.  The thought of torture terrifies me, even though the chance of that 
happening is a small percentage of minuscule. To escape these morose and unreasonable 
fears, I reel in my thoughts: “Get real…this is never going to happen because you live too 
sheltered a life, and if, for some reason, you have to face this, he’ll give you the grace to handle 
it.” Truly, dying for my faith probably isn’t something God will ask of me; however, inevitably, 
death will come, and I hope to face it with courage. But there is another kind of courage I’ve 
been thinking about—not the courage to die, but the courage to live. 


The courage to live is an idea I recently read about in Gordon Smith’s Courage and Calling. 
What kind of courage is this?  It’s the courage to be my true self—the person God made me to 
be, without any pretense; it’s the courage not to be ruled by anyone’s expectations besides his; 
it’s the courage to use the abilities he’s given me and follow the voice I hear calling. It sounds 
easy enough. But how easy is it to know who I truly am, recognize my true abilities, and silence 
the “shoulds, oughts, and need-tos” so that I can follow the one voice that matters? It’s like 
digging out of a ditch, but it’s worth it.  


Getting to know myself so I can be myself requires an honest look at my habits, what I do and 
why I do it. I have to distinguish between what I love doing and what I think I should love doing, 
what I’m good at and what I want to be good at. It requires a sometimes painful visit to the 
past—family history, bad choices, unfortunate events, and all the things that make me who I am. 
I’ve found that the process of peeling away layers to reveal what’s true is also necessary for me 
to recognize the abilities and gifts God has given me. The things that bring joy and satisfaction, 
which are God’s good gifts, are often buried under a ton of “baggage.” 


At my age, I feel like I’m “behind,” like I should know this by now. Lucky are the few who figure it 
out sooner than later. My journey (perhaps like yours) has been up and down and all around, 
and life has often moved too fast to allow time to do anything but what was required for the day. 
But life changes--I have more time now, and it’s never too late. 


Several months ago I began asking and seeking (again, but at a deeper level): exactly what am 
I here for? My nagging nudges needed confirmation. I found out about a ministry called 
Soulwell. Deep called to deep when I visited the website and read about the Soulwell Journey. 
Sitting there in my yellow velvet Goodwill chair, I looked over at the bookcase to my right and a 
title jumped out at me—Courage and Calling. The book had sat there in silence for months, 
waiting for just this moment, summing up in two words my heart-cry, and what Soulwell was all 
about. It’s only one of several things that synced beautifully, with perfect timing, confirming that 
this was God’s path, his chosen journey for me.  


The last week-end is coming up, but I see it as a beginning, not an end. This brings me back to 
the point of the story.  I’ve learned a lot about myself and I’m continually practicing filtering out 
the noise to hear the voice I hear best in silence—the voice that says, “This is the way, walk in 
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Dina Cavazos @January 12, 2022 
 


it”. That way takes an immediate and adventurous kind of courage to live. It’s courage that 
requires me to make a choice, to act, to get out of my rut. I will need courage to die in the future, 
whether it’s tomorrow or in 20 years, but courage to live is here and now, today. I want this kind 
of courage. I need this kind of courage, and I’m praying for this kind of courage because it’s 
what makes life meaningful and brings God glory. 


 








Three Moms – Showing Them – by the Cousins 


The question posed to the three moms was a little different for February.  It wasn’t about tips for 
raising the kiddos, but rather their thoughts on how they spend time with their husbands…in the 
middle of raising the kids.  It’s hard! We asked how they demonstrate a loving relationship in 
front of the kids, if they are purposeful in date night or showing affection, and if that too is a 
struggle.  With Valentine’s Day this month, do you celebrate with a special activity with the 
family or just him, or what?  Here are their answers… 


Mom of Two 


To be honest, we haven’t been big Valentine’s Day people. I enjoy the flowers and the 
pampering but I enjoy both more when they are random and not expected. We usually do 
something in February, but with our hectic schedules it’s not always on the actual day and that’s 
okay. In this season of life, any date night, no matter what the day, is appreciated! 
 
When it comes to showing our children our love for one another, we don’t hesitate. We kiss, we 
hug, we hold hands, and we say we love each other in front of our kids. It is important. Just like 
they need our love, they need to see that their mommy and daddy love each other too. The way 
we love each other is one way we can show how Christ loves us and his church.  
 
When we do get away for a date, my oldest daughter loves to see me get ready. She likes to 
help me pick out my outfit and says she can’t wait to go on a date with Daddy too (which she 
does). Lord willing, one day (a LONG way from now) both our girls will date. I pray that we can 
show them what Christ’s love is today so they can know what that looks like in a future spouse. 
We are far from perfect, and we show our girls that too, but with Christ’s guidance, our love 
grows deeper through the years. 
 


Mom of Three 


Honestly, this was a hard question – not because we don’t show affection – but we don’t really 
“intentionally” think about date nights.  We do hold hands and sit on the sofa next to each other, 
in front of the kids.  We also do our best not to argue or fight in front of the kids, and that’s an 
act of love.  They do see us flirt with each other and be silly, but we don’t overthink it – and 
that’s a good thing.  Being naturally loving in front of the kids is awesome.  Their dad is such a 
servant and his acts of service is something they see, in how he loves me.  I like to regularly 
remind the kids to thank their dad, and demonstrate acts of love to him…and he to me. 


Date nights – we’re not so good at it.  We used to be in ministry so much that we felt like if we 
had free nights, we wanted to be together as a family.  Date nights are important and there are 
seasons where we really needed them.  But other seasons, we need free time to watch movies 
and hang out as a family – and we sit together – and enjoy that time.  Maybe that’s not the best, 
but this is how it works well for us. 


We are together every day at home without the kids now, and the kids are all in school, so we 
are able to do day lunches or watch a show together.  But intentional date nights we don’t do a 
lot – maybe around Christmas or on our birthdays we will go out.  We don’t date based on a 







holiday.  I’d rather have date nights or random ones, or even surprise coffee dates – rather than 
big blowouts.  I do love Valentine’s Day but I’m more of an “in the moment” person – even 
playing a board game or sitting at home or even bowling or playing arcade games is fun (we are 
competitive!) 


One day, we may have more consistent date nights when the kids are older, but right now we 
don’t prefer babysitters and are in a season of family.  I love this season.  As far as Valentine’s 
Day, we have a family thing (last year we were snowed in!)  We have a fun dinner, small gifts, 
and make it memorable and special.  Creating those family memories, to me, shows love 
between Mom and Dad and to the kids, as well.  It’s all good! 


So, yes, our kids see how we love each other and serve each other, and it’s just more of a 
natural flow doing life – being chill – and I’m so grateful for that.  And when we do have date 
nights, it’s great as well.  Sometimes, we don’t have a lot of money so walks, drives or coffees 
are our date experiences – and sometimes they’re actually the best!  The rest of our life is so 
scheduled that date night and spontaneity is often more appealing than a planned blowout on 
the calendar.   


Mom of Four 


 
We do our best, but honestly life is chaotic and we struggle to make time for dates and yes, 
even Valentine’s Day. But that doesn’t mean we don’t make time for each other or show 
affection…we just naturally fit it in, in the daily rhythm of life. 
 
We get away together for mini dates in the evenings on a walk, go feed our kids’ agriculture 
animals (I know our kids should be doing this!), or check in over the phone throughout the day 
to just say hi. No matter how busy we are, we always make time to connect daily even if we 
send the kids to the other room to watch a show or play outside so Mom and Dad can talk.  
 
I do believe it is healthy to show our kids our affection for each other. Hugs, kisses, and 
romantic glances are things our kids see. And when we are met with an, “Ewww gross,” we 
remind them how God celebrates the love we have in our marriage, and they will celebrate that 
too when they are married one day. 
 
There is no plan or date on the calendar for Valentine’s Day. We might go out or we might 
celebrate as a family, but we will make time to invest in our marriage in the small moments of 
everyday life. I do promise you that our next free evening that isn’t full of kids activities, we will 
get away together for a nice dinner and grocery run. 
 


 








 








Extravagant Love 


No coupon. No sale. My heart was pounding with the unfamiliarity of the situation. 


But I had finally found the replacement wedding ring I had been searching for. It was for sale in 
a very swanky jewelry store, on the main drag of downtown Franklin, TN, which is storybook 
cute town, and super touristy. 


The ring was art deco style, white gold, and modest sized diamonds. I’m not into the car-
jacking-invitation bling, that’s for sure. 


But this was so not like my shopping habits. I never buy anything unless it is on sale, and/or I 
have a coupon code, and I am purchasing through a shopping portal like Rakten, or Swagbucks, 
so I can get the points from the purchase, which will add up to an eventual gift card of some 
kind.  


It all seemed so extravagant. 


There was that word again: extravagant. God has been showing me this characteristic of His 
love for several months now. 


A few months back, I wrote here in THYME Magazine, about how God showed me His 
extravagant love by restoring my ability to eat my favorite foods, through providing a 
supplement that quelled my food allergy. So gracious! I didn’t ask Him for it. He just gave it to 
me because His love is extravagant. I didn’t realize that aspect of His love, even though as a 
worship leader, I frequent sing a song called “Your Love is Extravagant.” Ouch, in my soul. 


Buying this ring was another lesson about God’s extravagant love, and for once, I understood it. 


“Yeah me!” for not panicking when my husband and I were paying for the ring. We were 
spending close to $1,500, which was a lot more money that I was carnally comfortable spending 
on a piece of jewelry. But I silenced my ignorant flesh. This was special. 


This was the replacement wedding ring for my current damaged ring. A gift from the man who 
is bone of my bone and flesh of my flesh for over 20 years, and who works really hard, and 
loves me with all of his heart.  


Such a sweet and significant gift from him. And from my God. 


Now, I am certainly all for being a good steward with the provision God gives us. As I 
mentioned, I try to save money whenever I can, and I try to pray for God’s guidance before I 
buy anything.  After all, all money is His. But I also recognize when God is taking me out of my 
comfort zone to teach me a deeper lesson, which I needed to learn. 


God’s love is part of who He is. In fact, the Bible says, God IS love (please see 1 John 4:7-21). His 
love knows no bounds or conditions. Extravagant and empowering. 



https://www.rakuten.com/r/ANJADB?utm_campaign=RAF&utm_medium=RAF%20share&eeid=45830

https://www.swagbucks.com/lp-savings-button?cmp=695&cxid=swagbuttonref&rb=2216191&extRefCmp=1&extRb=2216191
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“There is no fear in love [dread does not exist], but full-grown (complete, perfect) love turns 
fear out of doors and expels every trace of terror!” says 1 John 4:18 (AMPC). 


Wow! Such love. Certainly a verse I need to remember. 


Last week in church, our pastor was teaching about how God loves His people, even when they 
are being evil. A verse in Jeremiah 31:20 describes God’s love and mercy for His people with a 
deep yearning, even in the midst of their disobedience.  And then Pastor Lyle showed us in 
Ephesians 2:4-6 how God is rich and mercy because of His GREAT and wonderful love with 
which He loves us. Such extravagant love.  


I always tell my husband Tim what I am thinking and praying about writing in my next story for 
THYME. When I was explaining how grateful I am to God and to him for my new ring, he 
reminded me of something God spoke to me while I was praying, about four years ago.  


God said, “There are gifts in everyday life waiting for us to unwrap them. They are proof—
evidence—of His very real involvement in the lives of us, His creation.” 


Such extravagant love the Creator has for His creatures. I am just beginning to grasp it. 


A couple of days ago, this portion of Joyce Meyer’s daily devotional really helped me grab onto 
and apply the notion of God’s love. I saved it on the desktop on my computer, so I can readily 
reread it whenever I am struggling with any doubt or hopelessness. I am reposting it here, for 
you, and for me: 


“When you feel unlovable, it is hard to get it through your head and down into your 
heart that God loves you perfectly—even though you are not perfect and never will be 
as long as you are on the earth. 


There is only one thing you can do with a free gift: receive it and be grateful. I urge you 
to take a step of faith right now and say out loud, ‘God loves me unconditionally, and I 
receive His love!’ You may have to say it a hundred times a day, like I did for months, 
before it finally sinks in, but when it does it will be the happiest day of your life. To know 
that you are loved by someone you can trust is the best and most comforting feeling in 
the world. Prayer Starter: Father, I know You love me unconditionally and in the name 
of Jesus, I receive Your love, amen.” 


Such sweet words. I really want to get a deeper grasp of God’s love for me. It’s so complete, so 
eternal, so extravagant. Amen. 


Angela Dolbear is the author of contemporary Christian novels, such as THE GARDEN 
KEY Series, and THE TORMENTOR’S TALE, as well as many short stories, which are 
available in paperback, Kindle and audiobook formats on Amazon. Angela writes real, 
relevant, relatable, and reverent fiction, with an aim toward spreading the gospel of 
Jesus Christ, while hopefully inspiring readers to laugh and/or cry. She loves reading, 
writing prose, as well as writing and recording music with her husband Tim in their 
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studio in Nashville, Tennessee. Please drop by and sign-up for news and to read new 
stories and hear new original music at http://www.angeladolbear.com/subscribe.htm. 
Blessings to you! 
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A Night to Remember – God Winks – by Marcy Lytle 


I think this is the tenth year I’ve now written a family devo to go with the month of love, 
February.  God’s love is paramount for our kids to know.  The love of their family is the best for 
our kids to feel.  True love and what it looks like is so important for our kids to learn.  But so is 
love for the simple things in life, like dogs and candy.  So here it is, a simple look at the lovely 
things in the month of love with your family and kiddos…and we’ll call them winks from God. 


Preparation:  Hand your kids a list of three questions and if they’re too little to read, then just ask 
them – What is your favorite candy?  What is your favorite animal? What is your favorite book or 
show?  Collect their answers (you can include the parents too if you wish!).  For a Valentine’s 
party of sorts, purchase their candies, try to find a stuffed animal for each (or even just a small 
bag of varied animals for fun from the Dollar Tree), and research a character or quote from their 
shows.   


Call the family together for a night to remember… 


Isn’t it fun to learn to wink?  How does it make you feel when Mom or Dad give you a little wink?  
A wink can be given across the room to signal affection and love, so that no one else sees but 
you! 


We know that God loved us first because he gave us his only son, Jesus.  That’s the purest 
form of love. And that’s the biggest wink of all! 


We love each other as a family because of God’s love for us, with forgiveness and acts of 
kindness and hugs.  Let’s practice winking at each other, now. 


We love God and ourselves enough to love others well, too, because loving others is the best 
gift to give!  Acts of kindness are winks, as well. 


But did you know that God loves to give us little “winks” of love daily, as we go to school, play in 
our yards, or get a snack at a drive-through?  It’s true.  God cares about every detail of our lives, 
even the amount of hairs on our heads! 


• Hand each person their favorite candy. 


How do you feel when you’re allowed to eat your favorite sweet?  It’s only special because it’s a 
treat.  Sweets on a daily basis all day long would make us sick. But sweet treats, like winks, on 
occasion make us clap for joy! 


God’s Word reminds us of his big winks: 


1. For I, the LORD your God, hold your right hand; it is I who say to you, “Fear not, I am the 
one who helps you.” Isaiah 41:13 God cares when we are scared and offers his hand. 


2. I will instruct you and teach you in the way you should go; I will counsel you with my eye 
upon you. Psalm 32.8 God cares when we are lost and shows us the way. 


3. The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want. He makes me lie down in green 
pastures. He leads me beside still waters. He restores my soul. He leads me in paths of 
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righteousness for his name’s sake. Psalm 23.1-3 He gives us water when we are thirsty 
and rest when we are tired. 


4. When the righteous cry for help, the LORD hears and delivers them out of all their 
troubles.The LORD is near to the brokenhearted and saves the crushed in spirit. Psalm 
34.17-18.  He knows when we’re in trouble and hears our cries. 


5. A man of many companions may come to ruin, but there is a friend who sticks closer 
than a brother. Proverbs 18.24.  His name is Jesus! 
 


• Hand out the animals (either a stuffed one for each, or a pack of little animals to open 
and share).  God made all the animals and let man name them, and lets us enjoy them. 
What fun winks! 


Valentine’s Day is a day where we celebrate God winks and family winks and friend winks and 
sibling winks.  Little acts of kindness that make us feel big arms of warmth and hugs.  And 
sometimes we just enjoy chilling and watching and snuggling under a blanket to watch 
something that makes us feel happy. 


• Share quotes or characters from favorite movies. 


Let’s snuggle now and watch something new and enjoy all the winks of love this Valentine’s 
Day!  Thank you God for all the big winks and small winks, that send us love from above. 


Watch a movie together (Encanto might be a good pick!) And end the night with hugs for all! 
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Life in a Nutshell – Sonic and Sidewalk Love – by Jill Montz 
 
Love is a funny thing.  I personally have fallen in love…and out of it.  I have held love 
close…and thrown it away.  I have craved love…and denied it.  I have felt love and been 
warmed by it…and I have felt love and been smothered by it.  I have been blinded by love…and 
it has opened my eyes.  Love has given me wings…and roots.  Love has been given to 
me…and been used against me.  Love has dang near killed me…and love has saved me.   
 
February is synonymous with love but love waits for no man, retailer, or strapped for cash bank 
account.  Starting practically the day after Christmas, store shelves are lined with chocolate 
hearts, little and life-sized stuffed bears asking everyone to “be mine” and all things cupid 
himself would keep in his arsenal to lure even the hardest of hearts over to the seasonal store 
aisle.  Being in the retail business for most of my life, I start thinking about Valentine’s Day while 
the Thanksgiving turkey is still thawing in the fridge.  So by the time February rolls around my 
mind is not on love…it is on the lake and summer fun, 4th of July, and red, white, and booming 
ideas for our store. 
 
Personally, I haven’t celebrated Valentine’s in well over a decade.  My bathtub is not filled with 
rose petals but rather Epsom salt.  I don’t pop anything chocolate onto my taste buds, just lots 
of Tylenol and Advil.  And I only snuggle up to a heating pad in bed. 
 


But that doesn’t mean my life is not full of love. 
I am blessed to love many wonderful people and to be loved by them in return. 


 
My greatest love God ever gave me comes in the form of my teenage daughter who has shown 
me what it means to love unconditionally.  (I mean anyone with a teenager can shout Amen to 
that!)  My immediate family loves me for who I was, who I am and who I will be.  They have 
shown up on my happiest days, my saddest days, and all the days in between.  God gave me 
some of the best when it comes to family.   
 
My friends love me without obligation.  These are the people who show up for me out of love 
and not because a birth certificate or a marriage license guilt them into it.  They make me meals 
because they know I can’t cook.  They fix things around my house because my pink tool set can 
only do so much.  They come get any and all dead animals out of my attic, backyard, and dog’s 
mouth because they know my stomach can’t do it.  They show up with Sonic drinks, extra 
blankets at cold ball games, to pick up my kid when I can’t, to all the celebrations and to all the 
events we don’t dare post on social media.   
 
My friends love me on good hair days and bad hair days and pulling my hair out days.  They 
love me when I forget to text them back, forget to bring the team snacks, and forget what I was 
going to tell them.  They love me when I have a lot to say, nothing to say, and when I can’t say 
what I am thinking because the Good Lord will bring it up again one day.  They love me well.  
And I love them, too.   
 
My church family loves to be the hands and feet of Jesus.  This group is only human and far 
from perfect, but they truly try to love like Jesus.  They minister to my physical, emotional, and 
spiritual needs on a daily basis.  They showed up to my house with an apple pie soon after we 
moved to Iowa Park and welcomed me and Dotty from the very beginning.  My faith in God, His 
love, and His people have grown, thanks to this group.  I am still trying to convince them they 
would have better luck with a pecan pie; but other than that, they are good people.  
 







And of course the greatest love of all…Romans 5:8: 
 


“But God demonstrated His own love for us in this:  
While we were still sinners, Christ died for us.” 


 
Can I get an Amen, and a hallelujah? 
 
I look around my life and it is busting at the seams with people who truly care about me and who 
genuinely love me.  I might not have anyone showing up at my front door with a life-sized 
stuffed bear but I have more than my fair share of folks I call, “Mine.”  
 
Romantic love is great; and if you have it, then I hope you treasure it.  But love comes in all 
kinds of forms and feeling loved is special in all the ways it is felt.  So this February, if no one is 
sending you a dozen roses or taking you to a candlelight dinner, remember those who called 
you when you were sick, or swept your sidewalk when it snowed, or brought you a Sonic drink 
when you had a hard day.  Then, maybe you can send them a text or drop them a note in the 
mail to say you love them, too.  And if you wait until February 15th you can buy them (and 
yourself) some chocolates for half off retail price in the seasonal aisle.  Go ahead and get 
yourself that bear, too.  Bear hugs are the best…any day of the year.   








Life Right Now - Not So Random - by Jennifer Stephens 
 
We’ve all heard of random acts of kindness. Encouraging others by randomly doing things 
meant to brighten a stranger’s day, like leaving one dollar taped to a vending machine or paying 
for the person’s order in the car behind you at the drive through.  


These gestures ARE important and definitely shouldn’t stop, but what if our kindness wasn’t 
always random? What if we were intentional with our kindness? What if instead of just randomly 
sprinkling kindness onto people we’ll never meet, we intentionally CHOOSE kindness when 
we’re with our families at home. Even in those moments that make us want to scream. Like 
when the kids still aren’t ready for school and the bus is pulling up. Or when our husbands leave 
their dirty clothes on the floor. Again. When it comes to the people in our home, we tend to react 
with anger, frustration, and eye rolls (that’s not just me, is it?). 


I know I’m guilty of offering grace to the people I work with, while tossing harsh words at the 
people in my own family. My coworker leaves a mess behind in the staff lunchroom, I don’t bat a 
false eyelash, but my husband leaves a dirty dish on the counter - he faces the wrath of an 
angry wife! Shouldn’t the people I share life with inside four walls be the very people I meet with 
an attitude of compassion?  


In Ephesians 4:32, we read, “Be kind to one another, tenderhearted, forgiving each other, just 
as God in Christ forgave you.” Kindness isn’t a to-do list of various tasks to be checked off upon 
completion. It’s a never-ending action. It’s a way to be. And best of all? Giving kindness is FREE 
(Who doesn’t love a good bargain?). 


How to practice the art of kindness at home: 


1. Say thank you for the little things they do (and say please too) 
2. Leave little encouraging notes for them to find 
3. Put the iPad down and look at them when they’re talking 
4. Run errands for them 
5. Do things around the house without being asked (wash dishes, take out garbage) 
6. Be forgiving - and say sorry when you should 
7. Let someone else control the remote (at least every once in a while) 


Maybe choosing kindness comes easily to you; it’s second nature. That’s how it is for my 
husband. He’s always running to the store to grab something I think I desperately need when 
I’m just too tired to go myself after teaching all day. And he’s really good about leaving sweet 
little notes on the counter. But lots of us (Me!) must learn to become intentional when it comes 
to choosing kindness at home. I haven’t mastered this yet – my family will attest to this - but I 
am working on it. Just like an artist or athlete practices their craft to refine their skills, I am trying 
to become mindful about choosing kindness. For example, when my husband brings me a 
steaming mug of freshly brewed coffee on Saturday morning, instead of just taking it from his 
hand, I’ll make the effort to say thanks before tasting that first sip. And when he begins telling 
me about something that happened at work that day, I won’t check my Instagram feed until 
AFTER he’s finished talking. I’ll try to share the remote control too - even if it means my 
Hallmark movies are replaced with whatever sport is on TV that night. 







Depending on your current season of life, the people in your home could be kids, a spouse, your 
parents, or any combination in between. No matter who we share a space with, let’s ALL 
remember to choose kindness (even when they’re driving us crazy!). 








I Don’t Do Teens – A Taste of Chocolate – by Marcy Lytle 


One Christmas we purchased a long skinny box of chocolates from Trader Joe’s and it was also 
a game to guess the flavors of each chocolate in the box.  Some tasted amazing and others 
were, well, horrible – but it was great fun to guess them all.  Maybe they have those boxes at 
Valentines as well, I don’t know.  But it would be easy to purchase a box of chocolates of any 
kind, and after family dinner one night this month have a tasting of sorts…and let your teen 
prepare the fun!   


Provide a box of chocolates and a knife, so that each piece and be cut for tasting.  Be sure to 
get an assortment of different kinds (with a lid that tells what they are.)  As he/she cuts and 
shares and you all taste, talk with each other and affirm and offer love and smiles and good 
words.  Let the teens in the family do the cutting and the sharing.  And give them this printout, 
and let them run the tasting event… 


Chocolate with nuts – If someone is allergic, that piece has to be avoided.  Can those who taste 
guess the kind of nut inside?  Who’s the nuttiest (funniest) member of the family?  Give thanks 
and affirm what you love about that person. 


Chocolate with caramel – That creamy center, but it also gets stuck in your teeth.  Who loves it, 
and who doesn’t, and why?  We are all different, so let’s affirm our differences.  Who here likes 
country music?  Who likes to watch football? Who likes to shop?   


Chocolate with a cream center – This is rich and gooey, do we all like it?  What is the flavor? 
Sometimes, chocolates taste amazing and other times we spit them out.  It’s fun to try new 
things.  What new things does the family want to try this year? 


Chocolate wrapped in foil – If there’s one of these in the box there’s sure to be a liquid center, 
and that’s why it’s wrapped.  Unwrap it and cut it and taste it.  Texture is sometimes important 
when eating.  Take a poll of texture tastes in the family – who likes mushy food, who likes 
crunch, who likes smooth. 


Chocolate squares - Did you know that the shape of the chocolate indicates what’s inside?  
Want to take a guess?  (It’s always a caramel or toffee inside.) So if you only want a caramel 
chocolate, go for the square!  Who knew this fact? 


Chocolates that are lumpy – Obviously, these have what in them?  Nuts!  Easy to avoid if we 
don’t like nuts, so skip on over and choose another.   


The box of chocolates is full of an assortment so that hopefully everyone around the table can 
find something they taste and love.  What were your faves?  Ask everyone to share. 


Our family is like a box of chocolates.  Some nutty, some smooth and creamy, some full of 
surprises, but all worth showing the love.  Let’s affirm each other as we finish off the box and 
give thanks for the love we share. 













Seven for You – Gifts We Love – by our Panel of Women 
 
We did this last year and thought we’d do it again.  We think back to Christmas and the gifts we 
gave and received, and we share our favorites with you.  After all, it’s February and the time to 
love and be loved, so why not spark some ideas for you in case you’re treating yourself or 
another!  Gift giving is hard, sometimes, and I personally love ideas and inspiration from others.  
Hope you enjoy our list! 
 
Well, actually, my favorite gift is one I gave, not received.  My mother had wanted an outdoor 
nativity set for years and my siblings and I were finally able to get one for her. She was so 
overcome with emotion. I videotaped the “reveal,” which was a couple of weeks before 
Christmas, so my siblings out of state could share in the experience.  
 
My children live in NYC and LA, so wasn’t able to spend time with them, but my grandson flew 
in on Christmas Day! – Anita  
 
The holidays were especially meaningful and hopeful for me this year. I had Covid Dec 2020 
followed by other hospital admissions and illnesses.  In July, my daughter, Alex had a stroke at 
age 27. She underwent brain surgery followed by 45 days of recovery and rehabilitation. Right 
after I returned home from helping her, I had to have the first of two major surgeries. I'm still 
recovering from the second one. Sometimes, the best gifts don't come in boxes with bows. You 
put things into perspective when you feel you might lose one of your children or may not make it 
out of surgery. Family, just their presence, is all you need. Having my family together for 
Christmas was all I wanted. My daughter was able to fly home and we were able to celebrate as 
a family. I wanted a photo of my two beautiful children to replace the one taken in the hospital 
together. Time with both of them and this photo – the best gift - family! – Cathy 
 


My husband fills my stocking every Christmas with little goodies. This year he got me a coffee 
cup, among other things. The coffee cup is special to me because it says a message that I know 
came from his heart. It has Proverbs 31:29 written on it. I don’t know if I believe this verse about 
me, but it was very touching that he did.  


There was also a beautiful card with a sentimental note he wrote inside. And to top it off, he 
included a Ty beanie stuffed animal named Saffire. I was surprised he would get me this, but he 
said it just jumped out at him. And I love it! It is so cute! It must be my inner child coming out. I 
think I love it mostly because I know he was taking time to shop for just the right things for me. I 
think sometimes it’s the fun little things that mean the most. – Carole 


I got a new toaster oven – a silly thing to love but I do!  I had kept the old one way too long, and 
this new one is simple, in a matte black finish, and looks so pretty on the counter.  It was a gift 
long overdue!  Also, this amazing robe from Uncommon Goods made from recycle saris is a 
fave as well.  The colors, the comfort, the feel…it’s one of my favorite robes ever.  And finally, 
our kids gave me a basket of goodies for a cheeseboard night (with the basket, crackers, jam, 
etc.)  and an invitation to brunch and a walk afterwards at a fancy hotel downtown.  So 
thoughtful. – Marcy 
 
Expensive sunshades - my husband and I splurge on this expensive gift for one another from 
time to time. They never last as long as we'd like; we're constantly in action so they fall, crack, 
and eventually break; but having expensive sunglasses is a nice treat we dote on one another 







every couple of years. I got mine replaced this Christmas and may consider getting my honey's 
his for his birthday...maybe even Valentines! 
 
Road trip shopping - My favorite Christmas find was an unexpected bakery while we were 
traveling from Missouri to Oklahoma. My favorite Little Debbies snack is "Devil Squares" and I 
cannot find them at any store in Austin. We stopped at this bakery while we were traveling and I 
found a box of Devil Squares for only $1! 
  
A fun outing we enjoyed was at Wonder Works.  We first saw this amusement park about a year 
ago in Florida and were able to go this Christmas. It was fun for all five of us and we went back 
twice in one day. - Jennifer 
 
Spent time with family- tried a new recipe, "Smoked Mac 'N' Cheese," -- it was yummy. Learned 
a new card game Liverpool Rummy. Liverpool Rummy is a fast-paced game (using two decks of 
cards) that requires some strategy. It can be a bit aggravating.  Created memories! – Edith 
https://bushcooking.com/recipes/smoked-mac-n-cheese/  
 


Simple Human – a funny thing to love the most in the gift department. The reason I like the trash 
can is because it has a trash side and a recycling side.  Such a great and practical combo, and 
it looks nice too!  - Melissa 


 
 



https://bushcooking.com/recipes/smoked-mac-n-cheese/






Date Night Fun – Wear It – by Marcy Lytle 


I was reading the verses about how we are clothed in garments of righteousness and crowns of 
beauty and garments of salvation in Isaiah 61…and I thought why not make date night with our 
husbands all about what we are wearing?  After all, our relationship with him is to represent our 
relationship with Him!  How fun will this month’s time together be, as we dress accordingly (that 
rhymes!): 


The Robe – Do you and he have nice robes?  If yours is decades old, maybe it’s time for new 
ones (Marshalls has great prices and choices).  Arise early one weekend morning and have 
your date time together in your robes, as you make scones together (grab a mix from World 
Market), slice some oranges, and sip your favorite beverage as you do a crossword puzzle.  So 
fun! 


The Shoes – Dress up tonite in your heels and he in his finest shoes, and go out for dinner – it 
doesn’t matter if it’s fancy – you’ll bring the fancy to wherever you go!  Take along your walking 
shoes in the car for a stroll along the water somewhere – by a lake, a pond, a river – and 
observe the starry night.  Then head home and change into your slippers and cozy up by the fire 
for Jiffy Pop you’ve  made on the stove, because that’s a classic that makes any date night fun.  
If you need some new comfy slippers, I just got a pair from Bombas for Christmas and they’re 
awesome! 


The Cap or Hat – Surely you both have a baseball cap, a Fedora, or some sort of beanie or 
headwear you can focus on for this date night out.  If there’s a basketball game you can attend 
together indoors, wear caps and order all the snacks and enjoy.  If there’s a play/theater you 
can attend, fancy up the top with your coolest headwear and your sweetest outfits.  And if it’s 
super cold, find those beanies and shop for new scarves (maybe they’re on sale now!) and 
watch the sunset from the warmth of your car, as you listen to new tunes…and eat chocolates. 


The Jeans – Look through the closet for your nicest jeans, or go shopping and purchase a new 
pair.  Maybe you’re in need of a new style, or he a new wash or hue.  Shop your closet (both of 
you) for a new look with something old.  Perhaps an old jacket with a flowy top or graphic tee 
underneath will be your choice, and he might wear a long-sleeved dress shirt open with a solid 
teen underneath.  Emerge with a smile and hit the town for a movie, a few arcade games, and a 
late night coffee. Be sure to bring some trivia cards along for fun. 


The Coat – I have a closet full of coats I’ve had for years, and so does he.  Some we wear 
regularly and some we wear occasionally.  It’s fun to put on one of the coats we don’t wear so 
often – maybe a plaid or corduroy – add a fun scarf – and venture out in the cold for an evening 
outdoors.  Maybe a February picnic is doable on a day when it’s still crisp but sunny.  Take a 
blanket for the tablecloth, sit near a fire pit if possible, and enjoy the warmth and good food – 
with some sparkling pink sodas alongside.  Take an extra blanket for wrapping up as you give 
thanks for the love you have for each other and for Him. 


These ideas are so fun you can do them all this month!   


 







 





